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WHAT’S NEW

1.  AQUA ONE AQUABAC FILTER  
The Aqua One AquaBac is a low profile internal filter for 
freshwater aquariums and provides a combination of 
biological, mechanical and chemical filtration.

With a large filter volume in an easy to place, narrow body, 
the filter is available in 2 sizes, and is excellent for small to 
medium aquariums. 

2.  REPTILE ONE EZISTAT THERMOSTAT 
The Reptile One Ezistat Thermostat unit allows you to 
accurately control the temperature inside your terrarium.

Accurately heating your Reptiles terrarium is an important 
element to ensure your Reptile has a long and happy life. 
The Ezistat is easy to use and suitable for controlling up to a 
maximum of 400 watts to various heat sources including heat 
lamps and heat mats.

Overheating and under heating your Reptiles Terrarium can 
cause problems. With the Reptile One Ezistat Thermostat, it 
will self-regulate at the temperature you set keep your reptile 
comfortable and satisfied.

1.   TROPI HALF  
CUP NEST 

Tropi Half Cup Nest [KS846]  
New & Improved. Ideal for Canaries,  
Finches & most small Seedeaters.  
The next is 9cm in diameter and 5cm deep.  
It’s hand woven [in Sri Lanka empowering women in remote 
villages] on a strong cane frame with biodegradable swamp 
reeds, coconut fibre or bamboo leaves and creates the ideal 
natural nesting home. Complete with a wire hanger it can 
be hung in a cage, aviary or outdoors. It’s one of over twenty 
different Nests & Bird Homes in the Tropi Range, all of which  
are great natural substitutes for many inferior plastic 
alternatives in the market. Costing only $2.55 it will have a  
RRP of $6.95 in most stores.

2.  TROPI RAWHIDE KNOTTED BONE 5” 
Tropi Rawhide Knotted Bone 5” [KS781]. This full taste, not 
over bleached bone maintains the full aroma required to make 
it a great tasting dog treat. All Tropi Rawhide is free of toxic 
chemicals, colorings & preservatives and made entirely from 
free range Buffalo & Cattle in our EU Veterinary Inspected & 
Approved Production Facility. Each Bone is in an individual 
packet and there are ten packets in a bag. Incredible value for  
a short time only at $6.95 for 10 Bones.
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For more information contact Kong’s (Aust.) Pty Ltd on  
1300 883 188 or email:sales@kongs.com.au

TROPI
For more information contact Tropi Australia Pty Ltd on  
(07) 3351 2206 or email:tropiaus@gmail.com
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